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Abstract

Background: Mental illness is a pervasive worldwide public health issue. Residentially vulnerable populations, such as those
living in rural medically underserved areas (MUAs) or mental health provider shortage areas (MHPSAs), face unique access
barriers to mental health care. Despite the growth of digital mental health interventions using relational agent technology, little
is known about their use patterns, efficacy, and favorability among residentially vulnerable populations.

Objective: This study aimed to explore differences in app use, therapeutic alliance, mental health outcomes, and satisfaction
across residential subgroups (metropolitan, nonmetropolitan, or rural), MUAs (yes or no), and MHPSAs (yes or no) among users
of a smartphone-based, digital mental health intervention, Woebot LIFE (WB-LIFE). WB-LIFE was designed to help users better
understand and manage their moods and features a relational agent, Woebot, that converses through text-based messages.

Methods: We used an exploratory study that examined data from 255 adults enrolled in an 8-week, single-arm trial of WB-LIFE.
Analyses compared levels of app use and therapeutic alliance total scores as well as subscales (goal, task, and bond), mental
health outcomes (depressive and anxiety symptoms, stress, resilience, and burnout), and program satisfaction across residential
subgroups.

Results: Few study participants resided in nonmetropolitan (25/255, 10%) or rural (3/255, 1%) areas, precluding estimates
across this variable. Despite a largely metropolitan sample, nearly 39% (99/255) resided in an MUA and 55% (141/255) in an
MHPSA. There were no significant differences in app use or satisfaction by MUA or MHPSA status. There also were no differences
in depressive symptoms, anxiety, stress, resilience, or burnout, with the exception of MUA participants having higher baseline
depressive symptoms among those starting in the moderate range or higher (Patient Health Questionnaire-8 item scale≥10) than
non-MUA participants (mean 16.50 vs 14.41, respectively; P=.01). Although working alliance scores did not differ by MHPSA
status, those who resided in an MUA had higher goal (2-tailed t203.47=2.21; P=.03), and bond (t203.47=1.94; P=.05) scores at day
3 (t192.98=2.15; P=.03), and higher goal scores at week 8 (t186.19=2.28; P=.02) as compared with those not living in an MUA.

Conclusions: Despite the study not recruiting many participants from rural or nonmetropolitan populations, sizable proportions
resided in an MUA or an MHPSA. Analyses revealed few differences in app use, therapeutic alliance, mental health outcomes
(including baseline levels), or satisfaction across MUA or MHPSA status over the 8-week study. Findings suggest that vulnerable
residential populations may benefit from using digital agent–guided cognitive behavioral therapy.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT05672745; https://clinicaltrials.gov/study/NCT05672745
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Introduction

Mental illness is a pervasive worldwide public health issue that
accounts for 7% of the overall global burden of disease [1], with
depression being the leading cause of disability [2]. Incidence
rates continue to increase, with both depression and anxiety
increasing by nearly 25% globally since the COVID-19
pandemic [3]. The capacity issues of face-to-face services cannot
meet the demand for care [4].

Residentially vulnerable populations, such as residents of rural
areas, medically underserved areas (MUAs), and critical mental
health provider shortage areas (MHPSAs), are particularly
limited in their access to effective mental health treatment [5].
Approximately 60% of individuals with a psychiatric disorder
residing in MUAs and MHPSAs are treated solely by primary
care physicians [6], who are often the only treatment source for
rural populations [7,8]. Mental health treatment in these areas
is fragmented, inconsistent, and largely inadequate, with only
13% of care provided by primary care physicians considered
even “minimally adequate” [6-8]. Digital mental health
interventions (DMHIs) have tremendous potential to mitigate
mental health disparities and revolutionize access to mental
health care.

Research investigating DMHIs has expanded rapidly in recent
years [9]. Evidenced to effectively treat a variety of mental
health conditions [10-15], DMHIs are being increasingly
integrated into European and Australian health care systems.
They present a scalable solution for optimizing the efficiency
and accessibility of effective mental health services in the United
States, where approximately 150 million people live in areas
experiencing shortages of mental health providers [16].

Although evidence shows promise for equal efficacy and
acceptability of DMHIs among users in both rural and urban
areas [17,18], studies of mental health relational agents that
have demonstrated preliminary efficacy and effectiveness
[19,20] have not investigated residential inequities. Thus,
large-scale studies examining the efficacy, acceptability, and
feasibility of such programs across underserved residential
populations are necessary.

Woebot LIFE (WB-LIFE) is a smartphone-based DMHI app
that enlists the relational agent Woebot to guide users in
managing their moods through text-based messages. Previous
research has found Woebot-based DMHIs to be feasible,
acceptable, and efficacious among various populations [19,21].
This study adopted an exploratory approach to investigate
differences in app use, therapeutic alliances, mental health
outcomes, and satisfaction across different residential subgroups
of WB-LIFE users.

Methods

Study Description
This study explored data from an 8-week single-armed trial of
WB-LIFE. The purpose of this study was to explore differences
in various key outcomes (app use, therapeutic alliance, mental
health outcomes, and satisfaction) across different residential
subgroups of users. US adults were recruited through social
media advertisements over a 10-day period in May 2022.
Following a screening and baseline survey, enrolled participants
had access to WB-LIFE and received emailed follow-up
assessments at day 3, week 4, and week 8 postbaseline.

Survey and App Use Measures
A dichotomous app use metric indicated if a participant opened
the app at least half of the study weeks (4/8). The Working
Alliance Inventory-Short Revised assessed therapeutic alliance
[22] on day 3 and week 8 through a total score and 3
subscales—goal, task, and bond. The Client Satisfaction
Questionnaire [23] assessed satisfaction at week 8. Depressive
symptoms, anxiety symptoms, stress, resilience, and burnout
measurements included the Patient Health Questionnaire-8 item
scale (PHQ-8) [24], Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7 item scale
(GAD-7) [25], Perceived Stress Scale [26], Brief Resilience
Scale [27], and a nonproprietary single-item measure of burnout
[28] dichotomized in the literature into having symptoms of
burnout (response category 3, 4, or 5) versus having no
symptoms of burnout (response category 1 or 2) [29],
respectively.

Rural, Urban, Health Professional Shortage Area
Participants provided a residential address with consent.
Addresses were matched to the corresponding health
professional shortage area status according to designations by
the Health Resources and Services Administration, US
Department of Health and Human Services [30] to obtain
MHPSA and MUA classifications. The Health Resources and
Services Administration database [30] provided a
county-specific Federal Information Processing System code
used to verify the participant’s residential location and status
on a rural-urban continuum code [31]. The rural-urban
continuum codes use US Census Bureau County designations
to classify residential locations onto a 9-code scale of
metropolitan (3 categories), nonmetropolitan (4 categories), and
rural (2 categories) based on county population size, degree of
urbanization, and proximity to a metropolitan area [31-33].

Data Analysis
The Working Alliance Inventory-Short Revised analysis used
day 3 and week 8 scores. All other analyses focused on each
mental health construct measured at baseline, week 8, and the
change score at week 8.
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The 2-tailed t tests or ANOVAs compared mean differences
across residential groups, with 2 exceptions. Analyses of
categorical measures of burnout and app use used chi-square
tests. For PHQ-8 and GAD-7 outcomes only (ie, baseline, week
8, and change at week 8), residential group means were
compared in both the overall sample and the sample with at
least moderate levels of baseline score PHQ-8 ≥10 or GAD-7
≥10, which have been validated as indicative of clinical levels
of major depressive disorder and generalized anxiety disorder,
respectively [24,25]. Analyses of any variable deemed unstable,
defined as having 1 or more cell sizes of 15 or less, are not
reported herein. Because of the exploratory nature of this paper,
we did not adjust for multiple comparisons and have focused
our conclusions on overall patterns.

Ethics Approval
The study was approved by the Western Institutional Review
Board-Copernicus Institutional Review Board group on January
20, 2022 (Protocol #20216751); all participants provided
informed consent. See [34] for a detailed description of the trial
procedure, including the inclusion and exclusion criteria, the
safety assessment protocol, and the intervention.

Results

Although 256 participants enrolled in the study, analyses focused
on 255 because 1 participant did not provide residence data to
allow for residential classifications of interest. Few study
participants (28/255, 11%) resided in a nonmetropolitan
(population 2500-49,999; n=25) or rural (population <2500;
n=3) area, which precluded reporting estimates across these
strata. Despite a largely metropolitan sample (population
>50,000), nearly 40% (99/255) lived in an MUA and 55%
(141/255) in an MHPSA.

As seen in Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1, t tests indicated
no mean differences in app use, satisfaction, or 8-week
depressive symptoms, anxiety symptoms, stress, resilience, or
burnout variables by MUA or MHPSA. Baseline levels of
symptoms also did not differ across groups, with 1 exception.
For those with clinically elevated depression at baseline
(PHQ-8≥10), those who did not live in an MUA had lower
baseline depressive symptom scores than those who did (P=.01;
Cohen d=−0.52), although differences did not persist at week
8. Lastly, Working Alliance Inventory scores did not differ by
MHSPS status at day 3 or week 8. Those who did not live in an
MUA, however, had lower Working Alliance Inventory goal
(P=.03), bond (P=.05), and total scores at day 3 (P=.03) and
lower goal at week 8 (P=.02) than those living in an MUA,
although effect sizes were relatively small (Cohen d=−0.29,
−0.25, −0.28, and −0.31, respectively).

Discussion

Despite the study not recruiting many participants from rural
or nonmetropolitan populations, sizable proportions resided in
an MUA (99/255, 39%) or an MHPSA (141/255, 55%). The
small sample size of the rural population precluded the reporting
of study findings for this group. Analyses across MHPSA status
revealed no significant differences for nearly all outcomes;
however, there were a few differences in therapeutic alliance
and baseline depressive symptoms across MUA status. First,
among those with clinical levels of symptomatology at baseline
(PHQ-8 ≥10), those living in an MUA had higher levels of
baseline depressive symptoms. Second, those living in an MUA
had several higher therapeutic alliance scores than those who
did not. Thus, despite differential depressive symptoms at
baseline consistent with previous findings of greater
symptomatology and treatment need in residentially inequitable
subgroups [35,36], the levels of therapeutic alliance formed by
those in MUAs appeared similar to or even greater than those
not living in MUAs.

Although this is the first published report focused on whether
app use, therapeutic alliance, mental health outcomes, and
satisfaction differ across residentially inequitable subgroups of
digital mental health relational agent users, the novel study was
not without major limitations, including, first and foremost, the
exploratory, single-arm design that precludes a true evaluation
of differences in efficacy across different subpopulations. The
bivariate analyses did not account for differences in
demographic or clinical characteristics across residential
subgroups because of the exploratory nature of the analyses. In
addition, rural populations had almost no representation (n=3)
in the study, limiting the generalizability of the findings. Despite
improvements that have narrowed the access gap in recent years,
rural residents are less likely to own a smartphone than urban
residents (80% vs 89%, respectively) and more likely to report
access to high-speed internet as a major problem (24% vs 13%)
[37]. Additional investigations targeting these important
subgroups are urgently needed to determine if the findings of
largely equitable outcomes across MUAs and MHPSAs extend
to those living in rural areas. Ideally, future study designs should
include a comparison group to establish whether these
preliminary study findings persist in more rigorous randomized
controlled trial environments.

In summary, this study’s findings suggest that, when accessed,
vulnerable residential populations might benefit from access to
digital mental health agent-guided cognitive behavioral therapy
in ways similar to those living in more equitable regions.
Programs like WB-LIFE could therefore represent an important
public health opportunity.
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